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You've seen them before. The technical books on everything from Python programming to user mapping, Unix systems with sustainable design-each featuring an engraved image of some kind of cute animal. That's O'Reilly Media's style, and we're going to break it down with them in this week's episode. This fellow Boston-native company is an authentic brand in the education and technology market,
backed by decades of success in publishing. And while the subscription learning platform is an awesome tool, O'Reilly doesn't do a good job of building a pricing strategy to take advantage of the huge opportunity that we need to win with this product. How much does O'Reilly Media cost? O'Reilly Media Online Learning platform starts out with a custom package for $39 per month or $399 per year. The team
level is also $399 per year, but on a user-by-user basis. O'Reilly is asking the corporate level for people to go directly to their sales team for an individual offer. O'Reilly's pricing levels are too similar to the problem with many online learning platforms that the unlimited nature of a lot of the content just doesn't work. Customers don't care about 90% of what they pay for, it's overwhelming and very complicated.
I really don't feel like O'Reilly has brought a lot of thought to how to structure the pricing levels of the online learning platform. They offer too much at the individual level, which sets them up to be understried at both teams and enterprise levels. It's really all about packaging this type of product and you have to do a better job of appealing to the right target buyer personas. Below is a breakdown of the data
offered at each level. Although they fill more laps for the last two levels, customers don't gain much for their extra benefits. Pricing levels for O'Reilly Online Learning. The individual level is by far the most attractive and includes almost everything someone wants on an online platform for $39 per month or $399 a year. Teams is exactly the same annual price, with discounts for O'Reilly conferences, direct
billing options, end user usage reports, and the ability to reassign licenses. Although end user and licensing re-assignment is worth team management, discounts and direct billing are not entirely that attractive. The Enterprise package adds a few more customizable options, but it doesn't even look like it was targeted at a specific subsection of O'Reilly's current customer base. All in all, it feels very old
school, like O'Reilly is a publisher that just clashed with a subscription pricing site based on what I've seen around. Take a look at a value matrix that shows the relative preference for features over general willingness to pay (WTP). We see many opportunities for better function differentiation between levels. Value Matrix 1407 based on current and future O'Reilly Media The Core Features quadrant is pretty
much on par with what you'd expect from a publisher of books, audiobooks, and personalized recommendations considered table stakes. There's not much going on in the quadrant of differentiable features either. O'Reilly doesn't offer webinars as part of the platform, but that's not the main focus. Add-Ons, where things are really starting to get interesting. O'Reilly already offers discounts on conferences
and usage reports in the Teams category (which is also the same as the individual's annual price). Adding dedicated account manager, Live Online Training, and Single Sign-on integration to your enterprise plan makes a little more sense. The biggest takeaway here is that these Add-On features offer a huge opportunity for expansion revenue, and O'Reilly does nothing. With a few easy repackages of
Teams and Enterprise packages, you're sure to reap the revenue potential of the features they give away for free. Just look at how low the value of discounts for conferences in this quadrant. If O'Reilly started giving away these discounts as a perk to existing customers, it would have to have a much greater impact on loyalty, increasing the trust and perceived value of the brand much more than a premium
feature ever could. Understanding WTP O'Reilly's best way of better pricing is if you average out your pricing, then no one is happy. You're too expensive for a lot of people, and you're undervalued by the rest, which ultimately means you don't take advantage of your willingness to pay half your customers. O'Reilly is good value for money. The next step is to target specific types of customers with different
pricing levels. At the moment, no one's willingness to pay is being used, and that means they leave a lot of potential revenue on the table. We looked at the monthly willingness to pay based on the user experience first and tried to get out of the custom level actually appealed. Monthly willingness to pay for O'Reilly Online Learning based on general work experience. Now, the $39 per month fee is only
slightly above the lowest possible willingness to pay people in the 0-1 year Experience segment. It's not good because these people are probably just out of college or on another training program and feel like they've spent a lot of time learning and honing their skills. O'Reilly could easily start charging up to $50/month and aiming users with 3.01 to 5 Years Experience. This would make them a great site that
is basically in the middle of the median willing to pay all the current and prospective O'Reilly Media customers we interviewed. And it's still under a lot of them. When you get into the 10.01+ Years Experience and 55+ segments, the ranges are very high. It would be out of the realm of opportunity to start offering a Premium package aimed at continuous learning at the top level who have been around longer
and are familiar with the O'Reilly brand. We see some worrying trends based on the annual willingness to pay regardless of whether a company has an existing training program as well. Annual willingness to pay is based on whether a company has an existing training or learning &amp; development program. O'Reilly's Teams level at $399 per user, right in the middle of the two data points - in the upper
ranges of companies not L&amp;Amp; D/Training Program and nearly $100 for companies under an L&amp;amp;C; D / Training Program. That's why averaging out pricing is so bad: O'Reilly's positioning makes them less attractive to everyone. Now, if they were to increase prices to take advantage of increased willingness to pay in one segment, that would cause problems for the other. It's paramount that
O'Reilly digs into his existing clientele and starts making decisions based on who already provides them with the greatest value. You may end up needing two different levels to satisfy these two groups, but if your companies have an L&amp;amp; D/Training Program already make up a significant amount of customer base, it makes more sense to go after only these users instead. Poor pricing could hurt
even the most authentic brand overall, both of them set O'Reilly pricing pretty underwhelming. They have a huge opportunity to take advantage of their status in the industry. Peter gives them a round 6.0 for this reason. I'm going a little higher at 6.7, but on the condition that it's not the price that bumps up the score; That's their ability. Now I feel like O'Reilly put something together at the last minute and
could cause them problems in the future. O'Reilly is still competing in the market and, with a little work, is pricing them in a position where they can't lose. O'Reilly has published several open book-books over the years with various forms of open copyright. The reasons for opening copyright and the specific licensing agreements under which they were opened are as varied as the authors. Perhaps a book
was outdated enough to be printed, but some people still need the information to cover it. Either the author or subject of a book felt strongly that it should be published under a particular open copyright. Maybe the book was co-written by a particular community, as in the case of our Community Press books. But there's more to open books available online than simply accepting an open license or giving up
copyrighted rights. Printed books must be converted to digital format in order to be accessible via the Internet. We are pleased to partner with creative commons and internet archive, two innovative nonprofits, to solve the licensing and digitization challenges associated with bringing Open Books to readers. While the books listed here use different open licenses, since 2003 creative licenses have been
focus on focusing on O'Reilly has accepted the copyright of creative commons founders, which has been sold out and will be applied to current titles until the author's approval. Through the Open Library project, the Internet Archive leaks PDF versions of our open books. We posted our first book, the original edition of The Whole Internet User's Guide &amp; Catalog in October 2005, as part of the launch of
the Open Content Alliance (we and the Internet Archive are among the founding members of the alliance). We are happy to keep these books alive and grateful to our nonprofit partners for their contribution. Please consider donating Creative Commons and the Internet Archive – they're doing important work to enrich the common good. Donate to Creative Commons and the Internet Archive: Archive:
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